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Purpose: The aim of this study is to further our understanding of the situated 
activity of seeking pictures. It relates to an ongoing discussion on how multi-
modal information literacies are enacted in different social practices.  
Design/methodology/approach: In order to understand the characteristics 
of the communication and interactions in the activity of seeking pictures, video 
recordings from an ethnographic study of primary school children working with 
problem-centred assignments have been analysed.  
Findings: The analysis reveals how the activity of seeking pictures is shaped by 
the assumption that pictures are different from facts and information; pictures 
are seen primarily as having decorative functions. The activity is also character-
ised by playful, yet efficient cooperation between the children; they make the 
activity meaningful by transforming it into a play and game activity where pic-
tures become important as physical objects, but not as a semiotic means of 
learning.   
Research limitations/implications: The study is limited to the activity of 
seeking pictures in a specific primary school; however, it shows how modes 
other than textual modes can be included in the study of information activities.  
Practical implications: The study reveals the need for developing methods 
for enhancing children’s possibilities to critically examine and learn from visual 
material, such as pictures.  
Originality/value: Research on information seeking and information literacies 
rarely focus on multimodal aspects of information activities or the seeking of 
pictures outside special collections, despite the increased significance of visual 
material in the contemporary media landscape. This paper shows how studies 
of multimodal information activities can be designed.  
 
1. Introduction  
Information activities are multimodal. When seeking, using, sharing, organising, 
reviewing and producing information people not only engage with tools and 
artefacts that include alphabetic and numerical text, but also with pictures, pho-
tographs, moving images and drawings. Furthermore, people use their bodies 
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when seeking and using information (Lloyd, 2010a); they gaze, they point, they 
type and they talk. These types of bodily actions are also often on display in 
interactions with other people. However, in many models of information be-
haviour, information seeking and use is portrayed as solely cognitive infor-
mation processing where the material aspects and consequences of information 
activities are overlooked (cf. Francke, 2008, p. 97).  
 
In this article we take an interest in the activity of seeking pictures in a specific 
social setting. Whereas problems related to organising collections of visual ma-
terial are acknowledged within the fields of Knowledge Organisation and In-
formation Retrieval, there are still relatively few user studies specifically focus-
sing on the seeking and use of pictures outside of special collections (Enser, 
2008). The aim of this study is to enhance the understanding of the situated 
activity of seeking pictures in primary school, an activity that includes, for ex-
ample, digital pictures available on the web.  
 
Our study also relates to an ongoing discussion on information literacy which 
is characterised by the ambition to understand how different information liter-
acies emerge in social practices, rather than to the objective of defining infor-
mation literacy in generalised and standardised terms (e.g. Lloyd, 2010b; Sundin, 
2008; Tuominen, Savolainen & Talja, 2005). The setting forming the focus of 
this article is that of a Swedish primary school where children are engaged in a 
project-based method of working. This working method will be described in 
detail in section 3 below.  
 
For creating an understanding of how information literacies were enacted in 
this setting, especially from the children’s perspective, we conducted an ethno-
graphical study where a video camera was used during the fieldwork. This pre-
sented us with the opportunity to analyse the interaction between the partici-
pants when involved in information activities, as well as to discern differences 
between types of interactions. Some of these differences seemed to depend on 
the type of tools and artefacts the children were using. It seemed as if the seek-
ing of pictures differed from the seeking of textual information; pictures were 
described differently than texts and the interaction between the children when 
looking for pictures was of another character than when they were looking for 
textual artefacts. The seeking of pictures also took up a lot of the children’s time 
during the period of study; pictures were obviously an important part of the 
information activities of this primary school.  
 
Thus, in this article we will explore information seeking activities of a certain 
kind; activities that evolve around artefacts and tools where the main mode of 
representation (Francke, 2008, p. 128) is images. This will be done through an 
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analysis of material that involves different modes of communication, even 
though we mainly focus on verbal language use.  
 
2. Information Literacies from a Sociocultural 
Perspective  
In this paper, the concept of information literacies is understood in the light of 
sociocultural theory as presented by neo-Vygotskian scholars such as Säljö 
(2000; 2005) and Wertsch (1998). This means that we connect to recent under-
standings of information literacies where aspects of materiality and situatedness 
are emphasised (e.g. Andersen, 2006; Lloyd, 2010b; Sundin, 2008; Sundin & 
Francke, 2009; Tuominen, Savolainen & Talja, 2005). In addition, we also argue 
that information literacies are multimodal, thus involving a whole range of 
modes, which include, but are not limited to, alphabetic text (cf. Jewitt, 2006; 
2009).  
 
From a sociocultural viewpoint information literacies are seen as enacted 
through the use of cultural tools in concrete social practices. Cultural tools 
(Vygotsky, 1997; Wertsch 1998, p. 17) are the physical and intellectual means 
which humans use for meaning making, communicating, thinking, acting and 
learning. It is through interaction with cultural tools humans make sense of the 
world. As a novice in a social practice you need to learn and understand how to 
use tools that are valued and sanctioned within that practice (Ivarsson, Lin-
deroth & Säljö, 2009). For example, as a primary school pupil, you have to ap-
propriate or master (Wertsch, 1998, pp. 53ff) certain tools, including tools for 
information seeking and use. Therefore, an analysis of information activities 
must include the cultural tools used within this setting.  
 
Furthermore, one of the most important cultural tools is that of spoken and 
written language. Language permeates and builds the foundation for infor-
mation activities (Talja, Tuominen & Savolainen, 2005, pp. 89ff; Frohmann, 
2004); it is impossible to envision how questions could be formulated (Lundh, 
2010; McKenzie, 2004) or how information could be produced and shared 
(Turner & Allen, 2010) without the use of language.  
 
Albeit, this emphasis on language use does not imply that other tools are unim-
portant in information activities (cf. Ivarsson, Linderoth & Säljö, 2009). To be-
come information literate in a specific social practice people need to learn how 
to employ and understand various tools, artefacts and modalities. This has al-
ways been the case, but perhaps even more so in contemporary society because 
of the implementation of information and communication tools that build on 
several modalities, including pictures, images and photographs (cf. Jewitt, 2009). 
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Hence, to fully understand how information literacies are enacted in different 
settings one cannot ignore modes that are not textual (cf. Lloyd, 2007).  
 
Moreover, the enactment of information literacies does not look the same 
across all types of social practices; instead information literacies must be seen 
as situated in specific contexts (Lloyd, 2010b; Sundin, 2008; Tuominen, Savo-
lainen & Talja, 2005). For this reason, it is more plausible to talk about infor-
mation literacies in the plural than as one single type of literacy (Limberg, 2010). 
Thus, in studies of the enactment of information literacies one needs to focus 
on how certain tools for information activities are valued and used in the prac-
tice studied.  
 
In our study we focus on how pictures are valued, sought and used in primary 
school. The analysis builds not only on the idea that information activities are 
multimodal, but also on the idea that the information activities studied are 
shaped in and by the primary school context. Primary school as an institution 
builds on historical traditions which include ideas of how children become lit-
erate and what it means to be literate. At the same time, situational activities 
taking place within primary school also contribute to the forming of this insti-
tution (cf. Linell, 2009, pp. 49ff). Thus, when we study how different modes are 
valued and used in the activities studied, we analyse communicative situations 
as they unfold, within an institutional setting.  
 
3. Empirical Framework 
In order to analyse information activities engendered in a primary school set-
ting, we have chosen to study activities connected to children working with 
research. In this paper, the term research written in italics denotes a certain method 
of working in the studied setting.  
 
The research method of school work entails an expectation that the children will 
independently conduct projects on topics they have chosen themselves and in-
cludes their own information seeking activities. The topics chosen by the chil-
dren may be varied, for example, topics on pets and animals, nations and eth-
nical groups or historical epochs. Their work is conducted individually or in 
pairs and they are expected to produce a booklet as well as an oral presentation 
of their findings.  
 
When working with their research assignments the children made use of three 
sites at their school: the classrooms and nearby smaller rooms where they were 
supported by their class teachers and sometimes a remedial teacher and an older 
pupil undergoing a period of practical work experience; the school library where 
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they searched for books, often together with the school librarian; and, the com-
puter room in the library where they had one lesson a week on information 
seeking on the Internet with an ICT-assistant. When observing the later lessons 
it became evident that the seeking of pictures was an important part of the 
children’s research processes.  
 
3.1 Data Collection 
The empirical material of this paper was collected during a period of ethno-
graphical fieldwork in the beginning of 2008. The participants were 31 pupils 
of two third-year forms (which means that most of the children were nine or 
ten years old), two form teachers and one IT assistant at a public coeducational 
school in Sweden. The research method of working had been observed in an 
earlier study of information seeking and ICT use in primary school (see Lundh 
& Limberg, 2008) and became the main focus of the follow-up study.  
 
The pupils’ work was observed during a five week period, where two days a 
week were devoted to research. The data collection methods were informed by a 
visual ethnographical approach (Pink, 2007) and included a number of data col-
lection methods; field notes were taken, but the major part of the observations 
and also informal conversations were documented with the help of a small 
video camera. In addition, copies were made of the booklets produced by the 
children. In the following analysis the video recordings are in focus.  
 
The study followed the then-current Swedish Ethical Principles for humanistic 
and social scientific research, published by the Swedish Research Council (For-
skningsetiska principer…, 2002), where issues of informed consent and confiden-
tiality are stressed. In this study consent was obtained from both parents/guard-
ians, who filled out a written form, as well as the children, who were informed 
about the study and gave their consent verbally. All names used in this article 
are aliases, and the pictures used have been edited in order to ensure the partic-
ipants’ confidentiality; the stylised pictures capture the participants’ positions 




After having noted that the children’s seeking of pictures seemed different from 
other information activities the first step of the analysis was to identify episodes 
within this activity (cf. Linell, 1998, pp. 187f). In total we discerned 29 episodes, 
most of them just a few minutes long, where searching for pictures or conver-
sations about the seeking and use of pictures were central in the interaction. 
The major part of the identified episodes of picture seeking took place during 
the lessons in the computer room, but other examples were also found. Most 
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of the episodes were filmed in a way that focussed on the children rather than 
the staff. 
 
The analysis was inspired by Interaction Analysis (Jordan & Henderson, 1995), 
which implies detailed analyses of activities in naturalistic settings. The analyti-
cal focus lies on unfolding conversations and interactions. In the analysis we 
were interested in the spoken discourse that revolves around the seeking of 
pictures as it takes place in situ. The analysis entailed working with an everyday 
understanding of what constitutes a picture or an image; pictures/images are 
discerned as a specific mode through how they are described by the participants. 
Furthermore, the episodes included in the results have been represented in de-
tailed transcripts and in two cases also been supported by pictures, in order to 
facilitate the understanding of the situations as they appeared in the video re-
cordings. Even though the analysis is mainly directed towards the conversa-
tions, the pictures are meant to give sense of the setting – the “people and 
place” (Sligo & Tilley, 2011) – and thereby enhance the idea that information 
literacies happen in and are shaped by everyday activities.  
 
The episodes were then thematised through a process where we worked on the 
basis of the material as a whole: Firstly, we identified similarities and differences 
in the episodes and, secondly, these similarities and differences were organised 
in themes. Two major themes in the participants’ interactions and communica-
tion in connection with pictures were identified. The first theme, pictures as non-
facts shows how the tool of pictures is described. The second theme, which 
builds on the first, is called seeking pictures as a collective activity. The two themes 
are described in the following sections.  
 
4. The Activity of Seeking Pictures 
In this section, characteristics of the activity of seeking pictures will be de-
scribed and illustrated through detailed empirical examples. One reason for in-
itially considering the seeking and use of pictures as different from the seeking 
and use of textual material was that the participants themselves made a distinc-
tion between, on the one hand, information and facts, and on the other hand, 
pictures and images. Thus, the seeking and use of pictures and images was de-
scribed in other terms than the seeking and use of alphabetic text. Furthermore, 
it seemed as if the interaction between the children when looking for pictures 
was of another, more cooperative, character than when they were seeking tex-
tual material. Pictures were also ascribed an importance as material artefacts in 
other ways than texts; pictures seemed to be artefacts to gather, show and ex-
change.  
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4.1 Pictures as Non-Facts and Decorations 
One of the premises for the activity of seeking pictures concerned ideas for 
how pictures should be used in the children’s research. Overall, we find few ex-
amples in the analysed episodes where pictures are described as having func-
tions beyond decorative ones. Instead, they are described as neutral physical 
objects that are not supposed to communicate any specific message on the chil-
dren’s topics or answers to any of the children’s research questions. As we will 
see, this idea has consequences for how pictures are sought.  
 
Excerpt 1 (for transcript notation see Appendix 1) is an example of how the 
expectations concerning the use of pictures are articulated by one of the teach-
ers in a conversation with her young students. The conversation was recorded 
during an assembly in one of the classrooms where the teacher showed her 
pupils an example of how pictures had been used in one of their booklets (a 
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In this sequence the picture is described by the teacher as a readymade object 
that can be copied and inserted into the document. Hence, the main function 
of the booklet seems to be to mediate written alphabetic text, rather than pic-
tures. The document should be “fun to read” and it is important that there is 
room for lines to write on beside the picture. The role of pictures is described 
as filling space rather than as content; they are expected to be subordinated 
(Bezemer & Kress, 2009) to the written text.  
 
This solely decorative function of pictures is confirmed in the interactions and 
conversations in the classrooms and in the computer room. Both the staff and 
the children make a distinction between information or facts and pictures, 
where the former is represented by alphabetic text. One example of this dis-
tinction is provided in the conversation represented in Excerpt 2. Here, one of 
the teachers helps a pupil when he is searching on the web for information 
about Harley-Davidson motorbikes. In line 2 the teacher dismisses pictures, 
since they are not “information”.  
 
 
 English translation Swedish transcript 
1.  William: which page there (.) mm here 
(.) Harley [Davidson] 
William: vilken sida där (.) mm här (.) 
Harley [Davidson] 
2.  Pernilla: [perhaps it was] tricky to find 
information it was only pictures  
Pernilla: [det kanske] var svårt att få in-
formation det var bara bilder 
3.  William: nope we’ll have to do another 
search  
(another possible translation can be  
we’ll have to do a search about (.))  
William: nä vi får söka om (.) 
Excerpt 2 
 
 English translation Swedish transcript 
1.  Majken: […] you can do it like Felicia 
has done, you can insert (.) you know 
on the computer it says insert picture (.) 
you’ve seen that, haven’t you? 
Majken: […] man kan också göra så 
här som Felicia att man infogar (.) det 
vet ni på datorn så står det infoga bild 
(.) det har ni sett va? 
2.  Someone: mm Någon: mm 
3.  Majken: insert that's when you put (it) 
here and there (.) and then you put in a 
small picture and in that way you’ll get 
lines next to it (.) I think this is pretty 
smart because then it’s a bit more fun 
to read when the picture is placed like 
this 
Majken: infoga det är ju när man sätter 
(den) lite här och var (.) så då sätter man 
en liten bild och då får man ju rader här 
bredvid (.) det tycker jag är lite smart 
för då blir det lite roligare att läsa när 
bilden sitter så här 
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A similar division between facts and pictures is made in the dialogue in Excerpt 
3 where the ICT assistant is approaching a group of boys who are working in 
the computer room. The ICT assistant’s tone implies that the searching for facts 
is preferable to pictures. The response by one of the boys in line 2, which can 
be seen as a defence or an explanation, reinforces the distinction between pic-
tures and facts, where the latter can be found in books.  
 
 
 English translation Swedish transcript 
1.  Anders: hey you should have some-
thing else not just pictures [right]? 
Anders: hörni ska väl ha lite annat än 
bara bilder också [va]? 
2.  Erik: [but I have a whole book at 
home] 
Erik: [men jag har en hel bok hemma] 
3.  Anders: [you should search for facts as 
well] 




This division between pictures as non-facts and alphabetic text as facts is also a 
part of the discussions among the children themselves. One illustrative example 
is the interaction between two girls where one of them is doing a Google search 
for the other in Excerpt 4. In line 1 the girl at the computer (Felicia) asks the 
other girl (Matilda) if she wants her to print a picture. After Matilda has chosen 
another picture in line 2, Felicia maintains that they also have to print (“take”) 
the facts too. ”Facts” refers to the text surrounding the pictures, which Felicia 
marks on the screen. In this example the connection between “facts” and writ-




 English translation Swedish transcript 
1.  Felicia: do you want that one? Felicia: vill du ha den? 
2.  Matilda: nope (I don’t) (.) I want that 
one  
Matilda: nä (det vill jag inte) (.) den vill 
jag ha 
3.  Felicia: but then we’ll have to take this 
as facts and this too 
Felicia: men då får vi ta det här till 
fakta och det med 
4.  Matilda: yes (.) what kind of facts is it? 
(.) okay that’s alright  
Matilda: ja (.) vad är det för fakta? (.) 




In Excerpt 4 the pictures are referred to with a personal pronoun “that one”. 
This way of labelling pictures, along with using nouns which describe what the 
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pictures represent, such as “grapes”, “bag of coffee”, “bandy field”, recurs 
throughout the analysed episodes. The ways in which pictures are discussed 
emphasises the idea of pictures as objects that can be printed and gathered – as 
collector’s items. However, there are rarely any in-depth discussions in the ma-
terial on how the pictures can be interpreted or how they could be used to 
respond to the children’s research questions.  
 
There are a few exceptions though, as can be seen in Excerpt 5 where a girl is 
sitting in the computer room looking for pictures of Sami cots as she is talking 
to the researcher who is behind the camera. The dialogue is driven by the re-
searcher’s question in line 2, so in this respect it differs from most of the other 
episodes. Nevertheless, when the girl is discussing what the picture might depict 
she is referring to things she has learnt and read about the Sami people while 
doing her research. In this case the picture is ascribed meaning beyond being 
decorative; a story is being told with a basis in the picture (even if the story is 
not completely accurate).  
 
 
 English translation Swedish transcript 
1.  Johanna: I think I’ll take that one Johanna: tror jag tar den  
2.  Researcher: and what’s that?  Forskare: vad är det för nånting då?  
3.  Johanna: mm (.) I think it is like a (.) 
they had their own gods you know 
Johanna: mm (.) jag tror det är nån 
sån här (.) dom hade ju egna gudar  
4.  Researcher: mm Forskare: mm 
5.  Johanna: then I think it might be (.) 
something similar (.) maybe something 
like they (.) a drum or something (.) I 
can’t really tell from the picture 
Johanna: då tror jag det kan vara (.) 
nåt liknande (.) kanske nån sån här 
dom (.) trumma eller nåt (.) det syns 
inte riktigt  
6.  Researcher: no Forskare: nä 
7.  Johanna: I’m not sure what it is (.) re-
ally ((sighs)) there is some 
(a pause of about 7 seconds) 
(I might) (.) ah but (.) when I have read 
they had them to store food in  
Johanna: jag vet inte vad det är (.) rik-
tigt ((suckar)) där är nån  
(ca 7 sekunders paus)  
(jag k) (.) äsch men (.) när jag har läst 
så hade dom det förvara mat i såna där 
8.  Researcher: really Forskare: jaha 
9.  Johanna: so the wolverines wouldn’t 
take the food 
Johanna: för att järven inte skulle 
kunna ta maten  
10.  Researcher: okay  Forskare: okej 
11.  Johanna: something like (.)wolverines 
probably couldn’t climb up there so it 
was like a store (.) that’s what I’ve read 
in other books about Sami people 
Johanna: (nåt) sånt där (.) att om jär-
ven kunde nog inte klättra upp där så 
var det som ett förråd (.) har jag läst i 
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The girl in Excerpt 5 does not choose to print or save the picture she is talking 
about. Instead, another picture catches her interest and this picture is also com-
mented on as a fun picture by the ICT assistant who passes by. After his com-
ment, the girl hurries to print the picture.  
 
In the first theme of the analysis, we can see that pictures, images and photo-
graphs mainly have a role as decorations in the research method of working. They 
are not treated as pedagogical tools from which the children can learn about 
their chosen topics. However, the activity of seeking pictures seems to be re-
garded as important by the children and is at least not seen as unnecessary by 
the staff. Furthermore, the communication and interaction involved in the ac-
tivity of seeking pictures is lively, especially among the children. This is the sec-
ond theme emerging in the analysis.  
 
4.2 Seeking Pictures as a Collective Activity  
The activity of seeking pictures in this setting is characterised by a high level of 
interaction and dialogue among the children; it can be seen as an animated and 
at first glance even a noisy and unstructured activity. However, a closer look 
makes evident that the children’s seeking of pictures is undertaken systemati-
cally and efficiently.  
 
Our analysis shows that an important part of the activity is to find the “right” 
kind of pictures. The children often scan a large number of pictures from the 
results of web searches for pictures and they make quick decisions when choos-
ing pictures to print. An example can be seen in Excerpt 6 where one girl is 
starting to look for pictures for her and her writing partner’s research on sports. 
The sequence starts with the girl typing something into the search field in 
Google image search. About 14 seconds later she has chosen a picture to print. 
While she is talking to the researcher about which printer to choose her writing 
partner arrives; he is a bit late for the lesson in the computer room. When he 
has given his excuses the girl asks him if they should print, “take out”, the pic-
ture she has found and he quickly agrees; from the time he arrives it takes less 
than a minute for them to agree on a picture to print.  
 
 
 English translation Swedish transcript 
1.  Moa: [Emil] should we take out this 
one? 
Moa: [Emil] ska vi ta ut den? 
2.  Emil: bandy field? Emil: bandyplan? 
3.  Moa: mm Moa: mm 
4.  Emil: okay (.) I’ll go and get it Emil: okej (.) jag går och hämtar 
Excerpt 6 
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In the sequence represented in Excerpt 6 the girl and the boy display confidence 
in knowing what they want and what they need in terms of pictures for their 
research. They are working under pressure; the IT lessons are only 20 minutes 
long and in this particular situation they have even less time since the boy was 
late. Through a clear division of labour and working well together their picture 
seeking is carried out in an efficient way. Without actually articulating any ex-
pectations Emil’s role as being the one who rushes off to the printer is agreed 
upon. The children’s evaluation of the picture also seems to be based on a tacit 
understanding; as a spectator one cannot tell from the children’s interaction 
how they arrive at their decision between themselves.  
 
Excerpt 6 reveals ways of working that seems to be common when the children 
work together doing web searches for pictures. A similar example, where the 
division of duties also seems to be clear, where decisions are made quickly and 
where the printing of pictures is important is provided in Excerpt 7. This ex-
cerpt, which comprises the dialogue taking place while two girls are working 
together at the computer, can be seen as a bit silly and giggly; the sequence starts 
with one of the girls formulating a query where she combines her own topic 
(Idre, which is a Swedish skiing resort) with the other girl’s topic (rabbits). How-
ever, in line 7 one of them (Matilda) actually finds an image she wants to use. 
The other girl (Felicia), who is in charge of the mouse, prints the picture while 
being urged by Matilda to go back to the result page where they both see pic-
tures they find suitable for Matilda.  
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 English translation Swedish transcript 
1.  Matilda: that was a cat not a rabbit (.) 
but type baby rabbits not baby rabbits 
in Idre (.) no (type out) in Idre  
Matilda: det var (ju) en katt ingen ka-
nin (.) men skriv kaninungar inte ka-
ninungar vid Idre (.) nej (skriv bort) 
det vid Idre  
2.  Felicia: ((laughs)) (.) that wasn’t a 
baby rabbit   
Felicia: ((skrattar)) (.) det var ingen 
kaninunge  
3.  Matilda: it (was wait) oh please take 
that one   
Matilda: den (var ju vänta) åh den ta 
den  
4.  Felicia: no take that one  Felicia: nej ta den  
5.  Matilda: ((laughs)) Matilda: ((skrattar)) 
6.  Felicia: ((laughs)) Felicia: ((skrattar)) 
7.  Matilda: can I see it? (.) can I see it? 
(.) oh 
Matilda: får jag se den? (.) får jag se 
på den? (.) åh 
8.  Felicia: do you want that one?  Felicia: vill du ha den?  
9.  Matilda: ohohohoh Matilda: åhåhåhåh 
10.  Felicia: print Felicia: skriv ut 
11.  Matilda: press that one (.) quick (.) 
and then press-  
Matilda: tryck där (.) fort (.) och så 
tryck-  
12.  Felicia: Matilda look here  Felicia: Matilda se här  
13.  Matilda: I want that one Matilda: den vill jag [ha] 
14.  Felicia: that one is really cool  Felicia: [den] var ju cool  




In Excerpt 7 the activity of seeking pictures is characterised by playfulness; in 
this respect it differs from episodes when the children are looking for facts and 
texts. At the same time as the girls are joking and playing word games, they are 
nonetheless determined in their search for pictures.  
 
The activity of seeking pictures is also characterised by cooperation and infor-
mation sharing. When seeking pictures the children both show each other pic-
tures they have found as well as carry out searches for each other. “Look at 
this”, “look here” etc are phrases often used in the interactions, as in Excerpt 8 
where five boys are sitting by three computers looking for pictures, and showing 
each other what they find. Picture 2, showing the five boys looking at one of 
the screens, is taken during the same IT lesson.  
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 English translation Swedish transcript 
1.  Carl: look lo- come and have a look 
it’s Baloo 
Carl: kolla kol- kom och kolla det är 
Baloo  
 Erik gets up from his and Johan's computer to look at Carl's screen; William is approaching 
them to. 
2.  Carl: look there it is Carl: kolla det är den 
3.  William: no William: nä 
4.  Carl: look Carl: kolla 
5.  Erik: Baloo  Erik: Baloo 
6.  Viktor: Erik come here Viktor: Erik kom  
 Erik stays at Carls computer and give Carl instructions: 
7.  Erik: no but I think (.) don’t take that 
one go back  
Erik: nej men jag tycker (.) ta inte den 
gå bak 
8.  Viktor: [Erik Erik] Viktor: [Erik Erik] 
9.  Carl: [the Gummi Bears] Carl: [bumbibjörnarna] 
10.  Viktor: come here Viktor: kom  
11.  Erik: yes Erik: ja 
Erik moves from Carl's computer to Viktor's computer 
12.  Viktor: look () a lego figure Viktor: titta ()legogubbe 
13.  Erik: ((laughs)) Erik: ((skrattar)) 
14.  Johan(?): can I see Johan(?): jag får se 
 Johan also gets up from his computer to look at Viktor's screen 
15.  Erik: a zombie lego figure Erik: zombielegogubbe 
 Johan takes a look and then goes back to have another look at Carl's screen. At the same 
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In the sequence it seems as if the boys compete in claiming Erik’s attention. 
Erik is the one giving instructions about what picture Carl should choose in line 
7 and he is also the one Viktor wants to show his pictures to in lines 8-13. In 
this interaction it is as if showing fun pictures of toys and fictional characters 
to Erik carries a certain status within the group of boys. Similar interaction pat-
terns can be found in other groups of children as well; pictures and images are 
used as a way of impressing children who for some reason are the centre of the 
others’ attention.  
 
As a final comment on interaction and communication among the participants 
when seeking pictures it can be noted that one of the main topics discussed in 
the interactions between the children and the ICT assistant is printers that are 
out of order. Even if digital tools often are used when pictures are sought the 
children spend time and effort on saving and storing the pictures one by one as 
paper copies. Included in the time spent is waiting time, often because of tech-
nical problems. Hence, one of the characteristics of the activity of seeking pic-
tures is that of printing pictures together with expressions of frustration when 
technology is not working as it should.  
 
5. Discussion  
Based on our analysis, the activity of seeking pictures can be summarised as 
follows: It is shaped by the overall assumption that the primary function of 
pictures in the children’s research assignments is to be decorative. The activity is 
characterised by a playful, yet efficient cooperation among the children when 
they are searching for pictures to print or copy in the computer room.  
 
The seeking of pictures in this setting could be described as an activity which 
in many respects resembles a game and play activity, with its own set of rules. 
Even though the children discuss the pictures as representing objects and situ-
ations relevant for their research they do not seem to seek pictures solely to en-
hance their understanding of their topics. Rather, the primary goal of the play 
and game like activity seems to be collecting and compiling artefacts.  
 
Thus, the activity of seeking pictures is temporarily separated from the research 
method of working. In our study, it seems as if the institutional “norm zone” 
of the primary school is temporarily converted to something that can be de-
scribed as a “free zone” (see Lieberg, 1995) where the utilitarian dimensions of 
school activities are bracketed and a more play-like set of rules apply. The com-
puter room becomes a site where the activity of seeking pictures is detached 
from the overall research practice; it resembles cultural patterns which usually 
emerge at the borders of and outside of school, in game and play activities.  
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This comparison between the activity of seeking pictures and game and play 
activities can be done in at least three respects. Firstly, on a general level, play 
and game activities include imaginary situations; a child can play when he is able 
to “act independently of what he sees” (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 97), thus giving 
something a meaning beyond its immediate appearance. In our examples, the 
children seem to act as if they are looking for pictures for other reasons than 
only to include them in their school assignments.  
 
Secondly, Vygotsky (1978) argues that all play and game activities are based on 
more or less formalised rules. The emphasis on the rules and principles of or-
ganisation as one of the key characteristics of game activities and which separate 
them from other activities is also noted in the writings of the French sociologist 
Roger Caillois (2001; see Linderoth, 2004, p. 25f). In his categorisations of 
games, Caillois makes a distinction between games based on agon, competition 
or struggle, and games based on alea, chance and hazard. In our analysis we can 
see how the activity of seeking pictures is transformed to a kind of game activity 
with its own set of rules based on alea. When the pupils in our study are search-
ing for pictures there is an element of chance involved; they type in a few terms 
without a clear idea of what kind of results this might lead to. It seems as if this 
aspect of chance creates a dimension of a game, not unlike a lottery or a tom-
bola where you might or might not win.  
 
Thirdly, on a more specific level, an analogy can be drawn between the activity 
of seeking pictures and activities connected to the collection of trading cards. 
The collection of trading cards also involves elements of hazard created by the 
idea of having complete sets and not being able to know the contents of a pack-
age of cards before purchasing it (Buckingham & Sefton-Green, 2004, p. 26; 
see also Nelson & Steinberg, 1997). The activity of seeking pictures in our ex-
amples becomes a matter of collecting physical artefacts and just like trading 
cards, the pictures seem to be ascribed an emotional value and used for im-
pressing one another (cf. Brougère, 2004, pp. 196f). The activity of seeking pic-
tures seems to be taking place in an intersection between school activities and 
leisure time activities in the same way as trading card activities during school 
hours often do (Fast, 2007, p. 217; Brougère, 2004, p. 206).  
 
The children’s transformation of the activity of seeking pictures into a type of 
game activity could perhaps be seen as a form of resistance to school work or 
as a sign of laziness. However, we would argue that the collector’s culture cre-
ated among the children is in line with the idea of written text as the significant 
mode of communication when working with research and pictures as solely dec-
orative additions. With these types of assumptions about picture use, where the 
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communicative potentials of pictures are not thoroughly explored, the chil-
dren’s way of acting can be viewed as a constructive way of making the activity 
meaningful, interesting and challenging.  
 
6. Conclusions  
In this paper we maintain that information literacies are not merely text-based 
but must be regarded as multimodal literacies. This argument is supported by 
our empirical material; the analysed episodes show that primary school children 
are engaging in information activities that include the seeking, use, sharing and 
organising of pictures, in addition to alphabetic text. However, the requirements 
for the seeking and use of pictures are different from the requirements for the 
seeking and use of text in this context.  
 
Our study shows that even though the seeking of pictures is an activity that is 
valued at this primary school, texts are seen as the prime tool for the research 
method of working. Within this social practice, pictures are valued as decorative 
artefacts, but they are not used as a communicative way of answering the chil-
dren’s research questions. Communication around pictures is often focussed on 
showing each other artefacts and deciding whether they are “winning tickets” 
or not. Thus, what the children do is to evaluate and assess documents on the 
basis of their immediate appearance, but they do not critically examine them; 
there seems to be room for exploring the possibilities of how pictures can be 
used in primary school as semiotic tools alongside other modalities. 
 
However, the resemblance to play activities discussed in the previous section 
should not be regarded as a problem, but rather as having potential in an edu-
cational setting. The seeking of pictures is an activity that seems to catch the 
children’s interest, not only in relation to their own work but also in each other’s 
work. Furthermore, it relates to practices outside the school context and it 
shows how the children in this way are able to make a school activity meaning-
ful. What we do not see in our empirical material are pedagogues who help the 
children to explore the semiotic potentials of pictures.  
 
On a methodological level, we have in this paper emphasised that multimodal 
aspects are often overlooked in studies of information activities, even though 
most information activities include several modalities. Our study shows that in 
order to understand and question multimodal aspects of information activities, 
methods that make multimodal analyses possible must be employed. This study 
is limited to the activity of seeking pictures and the analysis is mainly directed 
towards spoken discourse, but it can still be seen as one example of how other 
modes besides textual modes can be studied to gain a deeper and richer under-
standing of the enactment of information literacies in various contexts.  
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Appendix 1, Transcription Notation 
After Antaki (2002) 
 
(.) Pause 
[ ] Marks overlapping talk 
( ) Unclear or inaudible, sometimes with a suggestion 
= 
Represents occurrences where there are no notable 
pause between two utterances  
o o Represents quiet speech  
Underlining Represents loud speech 
- Represents abrupt breaks 
(( )) 
Describes sounds and ways of talking that are hard 
to transcribe directly 
 
 
